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Orthodox contingency theory links effective organisational performance 
to compatible relationships between the environment and organisation 
strategy and structure and assumes that organisations have the capacity 
to adapt as the enVirOllJIlent changes. Recent contributions to the 
literature on organisation theory claim that the key to effective 
performance is effective adaptation which in turn requires the 
simultaneous reconciliation of efficiency and innovation which is 
a-fforded by an unique environment-organisation configuration. 
! 
The literature on organisation theory recognises the continuing 
confusion caused by the fragmented and often conflicting results from 
cross-sectional studies. Although the case is made for longitudinal 
studies which comprehensively describe the evolving relationsLip between 
the environment and the organisation there is little to suggest how such 
studies should be executed in practice. Typically the choice is 
between the approaches of the historicised case study and statistical 
analysis of large populations which examine the relationship between 
envirOIlinent and organisation strategy aud.lor structure and ignore the 
product-process relationship. 
This study combines the historicised case study and the multi-variable 
and ordinal scale approach of statistical analysis to construct an 
analytical fro.lllC'wurk whi.ch tracks and expo!C;es the environment -' 
organi~.CltjOtl - prorformdIlcc relationship over tinl"~. The fraTIK"Work 
eXdmine~) cho.nt';'-~'-:; in the eIlvironTIJl:'nt, strategy and structure and uniquely 
i ncJ udes an aS~-(:~SSJIK'nt of tlle or8aDi~;i'Jt i OI!' S product - proces':'; 
relation~3hil) and it,:,; contribution to organh;ational efficiency and 
innovation. 
The analyticaJ framework is applied to examine the evolving environment 
- organiso.tion relationship of two organisations in the same industry 
over the sanK; twenty-five year period to provide a sector perspective of 
organisational adaptat'ion. The findings demonstrate the significance 
of the envir()nJ1li:~nt - organisation configuration to the scope and 
frequency of adaptation and suggest that the level of sector homogeneity 
n~y be linked to the level of product-process standardisation. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
ORGANISATIONAL ADAPTATION - A SECTOR PERSPECTIVE 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































